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universe is organic. Of course, it has stood thus pretty solidly 
with thought and statement these forty years. But as I reflected 
and wrote, farther and greater and more universal vistas opened 
to view, and I suddenly perceived I was writing the chronicle of 
the consort relation of the Divine Proceeding to the Infinite— to 
God in Se— and that it was the historic sequence of the celestial 
kingdom, in immediate agent cooperating with God— not that of 
the spiritual or intellectual kingdom, which is of later birth and 
only acts reflectively upon what the understanding and thoughts 
of men are concerned with.” And a few days later she adds: 5 
“ What I am working on looks like to develop into a compendium 
of Swedenborg’s rational scheme of the present universe.”

She died on December sixteenth 1946, in her eighty-eighth year, 
and I officiated at her funeral on December eighteenth, when Miss 
Wardle and four or five friends of the old days in Bryn Athyn 
were present. Three months before her death, when asked as to 
her belief, she answered, “ Just our Lord’s Prayer. It covers 
everything.” 6

PH ILO SOPH ICAL NOTES

In a recent book, The Common Sense of Science, Bronowski, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1953, a chapter is devoted to the topic of the 
Eighteenth Century and the idea of order. Our interest was 
quite naturally attracted to it because this is the period during 
which Swedenborg wrote.

Briefly stated, the chapter devotes itself to what the author 
calls “ the decay of science in the Eighteenth Century.”  Accord
ing to the author, the “ idea of order” which men adopted at that 
time, instead of arising in science, was a by-product of the Indus
trial Revolution that took place especially in England.

This makes interesting reading to those of us who have been 
accustomed to attribute so many developments in philosophy and 
science to that period in history. Even were we not interested 
in what Swedenborg wrote we would still be amazed at such a 
characterization of the century that produced Berkeley, Hume, 
and Kant among the philosophers; Euler, Lagrange and Laplace 
among the mathematicians, to mention only a few. To be sure,

5 IV, March 10, March 13, 1943.
6 Letters, p. 13.
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some of these latter lived well into the first quarter of the Nine
teenth Century. But if to degrade the Eighteenth Century our 
author can lop off that portion of the lives of Newton, Leibnitz, 
Wren and others that protruded into it, it would appear that a 
corresponding argument could be used as between the Nineteenth 
and the Eighteenth Century. But let all this be as it may. W e 
were particularly affected by the manner in which the chapter was 
brought to a close:

“ . . . it has never been clear how the Industrial Revolution developed its 
speed and scale. Our interest is in the relation of the Industrial Revolution 
to the concepts of science. It did not even precipitate it, for science was 
quite out of touch with such work in the Eighteenth Century; and knew 
nothing that could help John Roebuck to make sulphuric acid in Edinburgh 
or Benjamin Franklin to fly a kite in a thunder storm, or . . . Count Rumford 
to bore cannon in Munich. What science did for these men, and for 
thousands like them in mines, at mills, and in workshops, was to set their 
interests free. They no longer thought of the world either as settled or as 
well taken care of. They saw the world as man-made and ordered by man, 
and they saw the machine in every part of it. This is striking even in the 
imagination of the mystics of the Industrial Revolution. Swedenborg's 
writings remind us that he had been an expert on metals and mines, and 
Blake’s prophetic books are crowded with the symbolism of wheels turning 
on wheels, the good wheels with the sun and the evil ones against it.” p. 55.

Swedenborg’s relation to the mystics is not for us to go into 
here, but as to his relation to metallurgy and mining, that is well 
known to our readers. However, over and above this, Sweden
borg was a cosmologist in the most general sense of the term. His 
objective was the study of man— of man’s soul. Before this, 
however, the task which he set for himself was the study of the 
more ultimate kingdoms in creation, namely the mineral kingdom 
and the animal kingdom.

It is difficult to attribute the cause of Swedenborg’s philosophical 
thinking to industrialization. Swedenborg was from the very 
earliest time in his life inspired with the love of truth. And it was 
the search for the truth as to how the world was built, and how 
the living things in that world were constructed, that was the 
driving force behind his studies.

How general and all inclusive was the view which Swedenborg 
held of creation is indicated in the following remarks concerning 
truth:
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"T o  rightly constituted minds, truths are not only pleasing, but also 
ineffably delightful, containing in them, as it were, the charms of all the 
loves and graces. This they derive from their very form, that is, from the 
determination and consent of particular things or corresponding ideas; for 
a truth is never absolutely single or simple, although after its formation, and 
the coalescence of its parts, it may appear to be so; on the contrary, a truth 
is a fitting combination of an infinity of other truths, that is, of an infinity 
of distinct ideas and notions. A truth is a conclusion and a judgment result
ing from the orderly disposition of many things." AK. Vol. I, 3.

What were the influences behind Swedenborg’s studies in this 
search for truth? As with all great scholars, the immediate in
fluences were the works of those who immediately preceded. In 
the Introduction to the Economy of the Animal Kingdom he com
pares the work done by the ancient Greeks with the modern 
empiricists and points out the advances made in experimental 
knowledges by the great anatomists of his day (see 1 Econ. 17). 
With regard to these he says:

“Assisted by the studies and elaborate writings of these illustrious men, 
and fortified by their authority, I have resolved to commence and complete 
my design: that is to say, to open some part of those things which it is 
generally supposed that nature has involved in obscurity.” I Econ. Vol. I, 18.

That these were in fact the influences in his anatomical works 
is self-evident from a reading of them. Again, as to his Principia, 
in so far as it referred to natural influences he was chiefly dependent 
upon Newton and the systematic studies of Gilbert and Muschen- 
brock in magnetism. Still later in the more metaphysical works, 
such as for example the Infinite, it is quite evident that he is 
talking to the rationalists in philosophy whose thought had be
come well developed during the previous century under Descartes, 
Leibnitz and Spinoza and had become known to Swedenborg 
largely through Wolff.

Swedenborg indeed was a man of the world and devoted him
self in his early life to utilitarian things because he was interested 
in these things and motivated to a large extent by a feeling of 
patriotism toward Sweden. As he progressed in his philosophical 
studies he left these things more and more behind, devoting all 
his energies to scholarly pursuits that were based upon the 
pursuits of other scholars and not industrialists.

E. F. A.
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